In this article, we revisit random site and bond percolation in square lattice focusing primarily on entropy which quantifies the degree of disorder and order parameter that measures the extent of order. Note that being two opposite quantities they can neither be minimum nor be maximum at the same time. This is perfectly consistent with bond percolation where we occupy bonds to connect sites and cluster sizes are measured by the number of sites connected by the occupied bonds. However, the same is not true for site percolation where we occupy site and measure cluster size in terms of the number of contiguous occupied sites. Rather, we find that entropy and order parameter are both zero at occupation probability p = 0 and it violates the second law of thermodynamics. To overcome this we redefine the site percolation where we occupy sites to connect bonds and we measure cluster size by the number of bonds connected by occupied sites. This resolves the problem without affecting any of the existing known results whatsoever.
Percolation has been studied extensively in statistical physics due to the simplicity of its definition and the versatility of its application in seemingly disparate complex systems. The reason for its simplicity is that it requires neither quantum nor many particle interaction effects and yet it can describe phase transition and critical phenomena [1, 2] . To define it we first need to choose a skeleton. It can either be an abstract graph which is now better known as network or be a spatially embedded lattice which are consist of nodes or site and links or bonds. A square lattice of linear size L has L 2 sites connected by 2L
2 bonds with periodic boundary condition and by 2L(L − 1) bonds without periodic boundary condition. Percolation is known as site or bond type depending on whether we occupy sites or bonds respectively. In the case of random bond percolation, we assume that all the labelled bonds are initially frozen. The rule is then to choose at each step one frozen bond at random and activate it to occupy all the frozen bonds one by one till the occupation probability p, fraction of the total bonds being occupied, reaches to unity. At p = 0 each site is a cluster of its own size and as p is tuned towards increasing p then we observe clusters, a group of sites connected by occupied bonds, are continuously formed and grown on the average. In the process there 1 comes a critical state when occupation of just one more bond results in the emergence of a cluster that spans across the entire system for the first time. Interestingly, we find that the way the relative size of the spanning cluster P = s span /N varies with p is reminiscent of the order parameter in the case of continuous phase transition and hence P is regarded as the order parameter for percolation [3, 4] . This is one of the reasons why scientists in general and physicists in particular find percolation theory so attractive.
We still have many unresolved issues in percolation. For instance, we know that the order parameter measures the extent of order but we do not yet know what order really is in percolation. Note that P = 0 in the entire disordered phase at least in the thermodynamic limit. We therefore need another quantity that can quantify the degree of disorder in the disordered phase. The obvious choice is entropy without which any model for phase transition is incomplete since, like order parameter, it is also used to define the order of transition. In the case of first order transition, entropy is discontinuous at the critical point and the corresponding gap is proportional to the latent heat. Despite being such an important quantity, its definition remained elusive in percolation until our recent work in 2017 [6, 7] . Note that both entropy and the order parameter cannot be minimally low or maximally high at the same time since no system can be in the ordered and disordered at the same time. Thus, they form such a pair that when one is minimally low the other has to be maximally high and vice versa. Moreover, the two quantities together characterize whether the transition is accompanied by symmetry breaking or not. Recall that in the continuous thermal phase transition, such as paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition, the order parameter is maximum, m → 1 as temperature T → 0, where entropy is minimum there. On the other hand, the order parameter is zero or minimum where the entropy is maximally high. Meanwhile at and near the critical point both the quantities undergo an abrupt change. It implies that the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition is an order-disorder transition which also means that the transition is accompanied by symmetry breaking. Besides phase transition the percolation model has also been applied to a wide variety of natural and social phenomena such as the spread of disease in a population [8] , flow of fluid through porous media [9] , conductor-insulator composite materials [10] , resilience of systems [11, 12] , dilute magnets [13] , the for-mation of public opinion [14] [15] [16] and spread of biological and computer viruses leading to epidemic [17, 18] .
In this article, we revisit the random bond and site percolation in the square lattice. Our primary focus is on entropy and order parameter. We find that entropy is maximum at p = 0 and zero (minimum) at p = 1 for bond percolation. However, the same is not true for the traditional site percolation. Instead, we find that initially both entropy and order parameter are equal to zero which is absurd since it means that the system is in ordered and disordered state at the same time. Besides, entropy first increases sharply to a maximum value and then decreases to zero which violates the second-law of thermodynamics. We therefore give a new definition for site percolation where we occupy sites to connect bonds assuming that bonds are already present in the system. In this definition we measure cluster size in terms of the number of connected bonds it contains instead of the number of contiguous occupied sites. This solves our problem as we find that entropy and order parameter are now exactly like bond percolation. We then attempt to give a physical interpretation of order and disorder for percolation. Furthermore, we argue that neither order parameter nor entropy alone is enough to describe percolation transition rather together they convincingly suggest that percolation transition is accompanied by symmetry breaking like ferromagnetic transition. Besides, we reproduce all known results for redefined site percolation which confirms that random bond and re-defined site percolation belong to the same universality class.
To study random percolation, we use Newman-Ziff (NZ) algorithm as it helps calculating various observable quantities over the entire range of p in every realization instead of measuring them for a fixed probability p in each realization [19] . On the other hand, in classical Hoshen-Koppelman (HK) we can only measure an observable quantity for a given p in every realization and this is why NZ is more efficient than HK [20] . To illustrate the idea we consider the case of bond percolation first. According to the NZ algorithm, all the labelled bonds i = 1, 2, 3, ..., M are first randomized and then arranged in an order in which they will be occupied. Note that the number of bonds with periodic boundary condition is M = 2L
2 . In this way we can create percolation states consisting of n + 1 occupied bonds simply by occupying one more bond to its immediate past state consisting of n occupied bonds. Initially, there are N = L 2 clusters of size one. Occupying the first bond means forming a cluster of size two (four). However, as we keep occupying thereafter, average or mean cluster size keep growing at the expense of decreasing cluster number. Interestingly, all the observables in percolation, this way or another, related to cluster size and hence proper definition of cluster is crucial. One of the advantages of the NZ algorithm is that we calculate an observable, say X n , as a function of the number of occupied bonds (sites) n and use the resulting data in the convolution relation
to obtain X(p) for any value of p. The appropriate weight factor for each n at a given p is [19] . The convolution relation takes care of that weight factor and hence helps obtaining a smooth curve for X(p).
The two most important quantities of interests in the theory of phase transition and critical phenomena are the entropy H and the order parameter P since they are the ones which define the order of transition. For instance, in the first order transition there must be a jump or gap in entropy at the critical point which is why first order transition requires latent heat. Similarly, the order parameter too must suffer a jump or discontinuity at the critical point and that is the reason why in the first order transition new and old phase can coexist at the same time. Besides, they are also used as a litmus test to check whether the transition is accompanied by symmetry breaking or not. In the case of symmetry breaking, the system undergoes a transition from the disordered state, which is characterized by maximally high entropy, to the ordered state, which is characterized by maximally high order parameter. Such transition happens with an abrupt or sudden change in P and H but without gap or discontinuity at p c . Percolation being a probabilistic model for phase transition, there is absolutely no room for considering thermal entropy. To this end, the best candidate is definitely the Shannon entropy
where we choose K = 1 since it merely amounts to a choice of a unit of measure of entropy [21] . Surely one can use any normalized probability in Eq. (2) and measure entropy. This is even more so in percolation since there is no dearth of normalized probability and hence the chance of picking the wrong one is quite high unless we are sure what to expect. The first thing that we need to appreciate is the fact that the sum in Eq. (2) cannot be over cluster size or over a class of cluster of size rather it is over unique cluster label i by which we identify each cluster so that for each event there exists an independent probability µ i . Earlier Vieira et al. and Tsang et al. used two different well-known probabilities that require the sum over size s not over cluster label i [22, 23] . As a result they found entropy and order parameter both minimally low at the same time, which cannot be right.
Consider that we pick a bond at random and ask: How likely is that it belongs to the spanning cluster? The probability that it belong to the spanning cluster at p < p c is zero and it is equal one in the infinite system. However, for finite system size, it may not belong to the spanning cluster even if p > p c . We can therefore quantify the strength of the spanning cluster for finite size system by percolation strength P which we define as P = Number of bonds in the spanning cluster Total number of bonds = 2L 2 .
There exists yet another definition where we can use the size of the largest cluster instead of the spanning cluster. Note that both the definitions behave in the same fashion and have all the properties of the order parameter. That is, in the limit L → ∞, P = 0 for p ≤ p c and it rises from P = 0 at p c to P = 1 continuously and monotonically like P ∼ (p − p c ) β . Such behavior is reminiscent of order parameter like magnetization m in the ferromagnetic transition and hence P is regarded as the order parameter in percolation theory.
At this stage we find it worthwhile to discuss random bond percolation. First, it is assumed that sites are already present in the system and bonds are absent or frozen. Thus, initially every site is a cluster of its own size. By adding bonds we actually connect sites to form clusters which is defined as a group of sites connected by occupied bonds surrounded by a perimeter of empty or frozen bonds. In fact, as we keep occupying or reactivating bonds, clusters are continuously formed and their sizes on average are grown. Consider that at an arbitrary step of the process there are m distinct, disjoint, and indivisible labelled clusters i = 1, 2, ..., m whose sizes are s 1 , s 2 , ...., s m respectively. We can therefore define µ i = s i / i s i as the corresponding cluster picking probability (CPP), that a site picked at random belongs to the cluster i, which is naturally normalized j s j = N [6, 24] . Note that initially at p = 0 each site is a cluster of its own size s = 1 and hence µ i = 1/N for all the sites
That is, the set {µ 1 , µ 2 , ..., µ i } are uniformly distributed. This is exactly like the state of the isolated ideal gas where all the allowed microstates are equally likely and hence it is expected that entropy is maximum at p = 0. It implies that we are in a state of maximum uncertainty just like the state of the isolated ideal gas where atoms are randomly distributed. On the other hand, as we go to the other extreme at p = 1 we find that all the sites belong to one cluster that makes µ 1 = 1. It implies, according to Eq. (2), that entropy is zero at p = 1 and hence we are in a state of zero uncertainty just like the perfectly ordered crystal structure. In order to see how entropy interpolates between p = 0 and p = 1, we use CPP in Eq. (2) and the resulting entropy is shown in Fig. (1a) as a function of p for different system size. We clearly observe that entropy decreases slowly from maximum entropy at p = 0. However, as we approach p around p = 1/2 we find that it decreases sharply and then slowly again to zero at p = 1. Note that as we approach p c = 1/2 we find that many moderately large sized clusters, compared to other smaller clusters, get accumulated. Eventually the crowding of the moderately large clusters reaches to a critical state where addition of a few more bonds triggers the growth of a spanning cluster that spans across the two remote ends.
We now do the same for traditional site percolation. It is defined as follows. The process starts with no site present in the system. That is, we generate states by random sequential occupation of sites on an initially empty or frozen lattice. Note that in bond percolation we measure cluster size in terms of the number of sites being connected by the occupying bonds. Strangely, we do the same for site percolation and hence initially there is no cluster which is in sharp contrast to its bond counterpart where the system has maximum possible number of clusters. It means initially CPP is equal to zero for traditional site percolation which makes entropy is undefined. We can still avoid this difficulty by assuming that initially there is already an occupied site so that we can start measuring entropy from p = 1/N which is essentially zero in the limit N → ∞. The question is: What is the cluster picking probability µ now? Obviously, as there is now only one occupied site at p = 1/N we have µ = 1 and hence entropy H = 0 in the thermodynamic limit. As we further occupy sites, we observe a sharp rise in the entropy followed by slow rise to its maximum value, see Fig. (1b) , which happens near p = 0.2. Once it reaches to its maximum value and thereafter it decreases with p qualitatively in the same way as in the case of random bond type percolation. Its problem thus lies in the fact that at p = 0 we find that entropy and order parameter both are zero as shown in Fig. (1b) which cannot be true. Besides, earlier we have shown that 1 − p is the equivalent counterpart of temperature [6, 7] . If, so then Fig. (1a) is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics which states that entropy of an isolated system must increase with temperature. However, the same is not true for Fig. (1b) as it suggests that entropy first increases with 1 − p and then it decreases as we further increase 1 − p which is a clear violation of the second law of thermodynamics. Thus, we need to address this issue of the traditional definition of site percolation.
The questions is: How can we resolve the problem with the definition of traditional site percolation? Note that in the bond percolation we occupy bonds to connect sites which are assumed to be already there and measure occupation probability as the fraction of the total bonds being occupied n/2L
2 . While in traditional site percolation, we occupy sites and measure the cluster size also in terms of the number sites in it. This is where the problem lies. We should get the definition of site percolation from the definition of bond percolation simply by replacing bonds by site and vice versa. That is, we assume that initially isolated bonds are already there in the system and we occupy sites one by one at random to connect bonds. In Fig. (2a) we show the bonds by the thick black lines and empty sites by white circles. We measure Here we plot entropy H(t)/H(0) and order parameter P (t)/P (1) in the same graph to see the contrast. It can be easily seen that P = 0 where entropy is maximally high and order parameter is maximally high where entropy is minimally low which is reminiscent of order-disorder transition in the ferromagnetic transition.
cluster size by the number of bonds that it contains and occupation probability as the fraction of the sites being occupied. For instance, the cluster of size four is shown in Fig. (2a) by green color. Using this renewed definition, we again measure entropy and we find entropy is just like its bond counterpart. That is, entropy is maximum at p = 0 and as p approaches p c it drops sharply. It then again decreases slowly to zero as p reaches its maximum value p = 1 which is shown in Fig. (3a) . We clearly see that its qualitative behaviour is exactly the same as Fig.  (1a) for the bond percolation and hence the problem of absurdity is resolved. Perhaps plots of entropy and order parameter in the same graph can help us appreciate their opposing nature better than they are shown separately. Note that the numerical value of the maximum entropy, which is equal to log(N ), is much higher than the maximum value of P which is equal to one. We, therefore, measure relative entropy H(p)/H(0) and relative order parameter P (p)/P (1) in an attempt to re-scale their values so that in either cases their respective maximum values become unity. The plots of re-scaled entropy and order parameter are shown in Fig. (3b) 
The most important question that we should ask is: What is order or disorder in percolation? It is easy to understand order and disorder in the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition. It is also easy to understand order and disorder in solid to liquid transition. But it is not that easy in percolation since the idea of order and disorder in percolation is not yet clear. To understand disorder, let us consider that at p = 0 we have 12 isolated sites and each has different color to identify them visually. Thus each color corresponds to one distinct cluster. Occupation of a bond means merging of two colors into one. If one of the components is bigger in size than the other then the newly merged cluster will take the color of the bigger cluster and if they are equal then we choose one at random. If we now continue to occupy all the frozen bonds then we will finally have one cluster of one color. Initially at p = 0 we have 12 different colors and hence it can easily be regarded as the most disordered state. On the other hand, at the other extreme we will have only one cluster represented by one color which can be regarded as the ordered state. We can easily extend the problem to a system that contains N number of sites but colored with 12 colors only such that n 1 , n 2 , ..., n 1 2 of them are red, orange, ..., violet respectively and hence we can define µ i = n i /N . We now make M number of independent attempts to pick one site at each attempt from N sites at random with uniform probability. Say, that we found n 
since n ′ i ≈ M µ i . Taking log on both side of the above equation and using the Stirling's approximation log M ! = M log M − M for very large M we obtain
where the Shannon entropy H(p) is clearly the entropy or the degree of uncertainty per attempt. Total entropy or information is therefore equal to N H if we consider M = N . In the case when each site has distinct color then each site will have the equal chance of being picked. It means µ i = 1/N ∀ i and hence H(µ) = N log(N ) which is the average entropy or degree of disorder and the total entropy is N H(µ). Now initially if we had N distinct color then the system would have the maximum entropy S = N log N . On the other hand, if all the sites had the same color then the system would have minimum entropy S = 0. Thus percolation is indeed an orderdisorder transition where disorder is equivalent to degree of confusion. Our next goal is to check if the re-defined site percolation can reproduce all the known results. To this end, we shall now attempt to find the critical exponents. Note that critical exponents always correspond to infinite sized system. However, in practice we can neither do experiment nor numerical simulation on infinite system. However, the most efficient ways of overcoming this is by using the finite-size scaling (FSS) hypothesis [25] [26] [27] . The FSS theory provides a systematic processing procedure to extrapolate the values of the critical exponents from a few sets data for different finite sized system. Consider that X is an observable quantity which we measure for a few different sizes of the system and observe the trend of how its numerical values change as we increase the size of the system. In general, the quantity X is said to obey finite-size scaling near the critical point if it satisfies
Here, X may represent the order parameter, specific heat and susceptibility and the corresponding critical exponents a = β, α and γ respectively. We thus see that X exhibits power-law X ∼ L a/ν at p = p c . It implies that the slope of the plot of log(X h ) versus log(L), where X h is the maximum height of X, should be straight line whose slope should give the value of a/ν. Thus to find a we have to first know the ν value. The best way to find the value of ν is by using the spanning probability since in this case a = 0 and hence there is only one parameter ν to adjust. However, it is only possible for percolation in lattice embedded in a spatial dimension. In the case of percolation in graph or network it is quite challenging to find ν as the idea of the spanning cluster does not exist there.
The best quantity for finding the critical exponent ν is the spanning probability W (p). It describes the likelihood of finding a cluster that spans across the entire system either horizontally or vertically at a given occupation probability p. To find W (p) we perform say M independent realizations under the same identical conditions. In each realization for a given finite system size we take record of the p c value at which there appears a spanning cluster for the first time. If there is a spanning cluster at p = p ci then it means that there exists a spanning cluster for all p ci ≤ p ≤ 1. To find a regularity or a pattern among all the M numbers of p c values recorded, one usually looks at the relative frequency of occurrence within a class or width ∆p. To find W (p), we can process the data containing M number of p c values to plot histogram displaying normalized relative frequency as a function of class of width ∆p chosen as per convenience. In Fig. (4a) we show a set of plots of W (p) as a function of p where distinct curves are for different system sizes L. One of the significant features of such plots is that they all meet at one particular p value regardless of the value of L. It means that even if we had data for infinite system the resulting plot would still meet at the same point revealing that it must have a special significance. Indeed, it is the threshold probability p c = 0.5927 which is exactly the same we obtained with the traditional definition of site percolation. Thus, the value of p c does not depend on whether we measure the cluster size in terms of the number of sites or the number of bond it contains. Note that finding the p c value for different skeletons is one of the central problems in percolation theory [28, 29] . In the case of bond percolation, we find p c = 0.5 which is less than that of its site counterpart p c = 0.5927. It is wellknown that the higher the coordination number of the occupying constituents the lesser the p c . In the case of bond percolation, the coordination number of each bond is 6 and in the case of site percolation the coordination number of each site is 4.
One of the significant features of the W (p) vs p plot is the direction of shift of the curves on either side of p c as the system size L increases. We can draw a horizontal line say at W (p) = 0.1 and measure the distance between the intercept p of this line with the corresponding curves for different L. We take the record of the magnitude of the difference (p c − p) as a function of L. Plotting the resulting data after taking log of both the variables or in the logarithmic scale we find a straight line, see inset of Fig. (4b) , whose slope gives an estimate of the inverse of 1/ν = 0.75 ± 0.003 which is exactly what we find for traditional site percolation. It suggests that
and hence in the limit L → ∞ all the p takes the value p c . It means that
whose equivalent counterpart is the correlation length ξ and that also diverges in the same fashion
Note that near critical point ξ ∼ L and hence ν is the critical exponent of the correlation length. We can thus use Eq. (7) to define a dimensionless quantity
ν , we find that all the distinct curves for bond of Fig. (4a) collapse into a universal scaling curve as shown in Fig. (4b) for ν = 4/3 which is the same known value as for bond and for traditional site percolation [30] . The data collapse with a = 0 implies that W (p) indeed is the step function, W (p) = 0 for p ≤ p c and W (p) = 1 for p > p c , in the thermodynamic limit.
We now want to find the critical exponent β of the order parameter P using the new definition of site percolation. First we plot it in Fig. (5a) as a function of p. We observe that it has the same characteristic as we find it from the traditional definition of site percolation. For instance, all the curves for different system sizes crosses at the critical point and curves below p c march towards p c with increasing L suggesting that P will be zero till p = p c and will rise towards its maximum value following a power-law P ∼ (p − p c ) β . To prove this and to find the corresponding critical exponent β we use the FSS theory
where φ β (x) is the scaling function of the percolation strength. We now use the standard known values for ν = 4/3 and β/ν = 0.104 and plot
We get an excellent data collapse revealing that the new definition of site percolation reproduces the known value of β = 0.1388 in 2d random percolation. It confirms that the site-bond universality is not affected by the new definition. Recently, we have also studied random percolation on scale-free lattice and found that β = 0.222 [31, 32] . This is the only exception that, despite the dimension of the embedding space of the scalefree weighted planar stochastic lattice is two, yet it belongs to different universality class.
In the theory of percolation, the number of cluster per site is sometimes regarded as the equivalent counterpart of free energy n(p) [33] . So, its first derivative should give entropy and the second derivative should give specific heat. Indeed, it has been used to obtain specific heat and the corresponding critical exponent α = −2/3 for square lattice. Strangely enough that it has never been used to obtain entropy from the first derivative. Knowing the entropy has paved the way of obtaining the specific heat since we know that it is proportional to the first derivative of entropy i.e. C = T dS/dT where S is the thermal entropy. If we now know the exact equivalent counterpart of temperature then we can immediately obtain the specific heat for percolation. In our recent work we argued that 1 − p is the equivalent counterpart of temperature and hence the specific heat for percolation is
Note that if we plot H(p) versus 1 − p then we find its behaviour similar to thermal entropy versus temperature T curve. The plots of C(p) as a function of p for different system size L is shown in Fig. (6a) . Of course we cannot see the divergence with percolation in finite sized system. However, we can use finite-size scaling hypothesis
where φ ν (z) is the universal scaling function for specific heat. It suggests that the distinct plots of C(p, L) versus p should collapse into a universal curve if we plot CL
We already know the value of ν. To find the value of α/ν we can measure the maximum height C h as a function of L and plot log(C h ) versus log(L) whose slope gives α/ν = 0.6798. Using this we find an excellent data collapse which is shown in Fig.  (6b) and find α = 0.906533. This is exactly the same value obtained for bond percolation which again proves that the redefined site percolation works fine for specific heat too [6] .
In percolation, yet another quantity of interest is the susceptibility. Traditionally, mean cluster size has been regarded as the equivalent counterpart of susceptibility. Sometimes variance of the order parameter P 2 − P 2 too is regarded as susceptibility. Neither of the two actually gives respectable value for γ to obey the Rusbrooke inequality. Recently, we proposed susceptibility χ(p, L) for percolation as the ratio of the change in the order parameter ∆P and the magnitude of the time interval ∆t during which the change ∆P occurs. Essentially it becomes the derivative of the order parameter P since ∆p → 0 in the limit N → ∞ as ∆p = 1 2L 2 . The idea of jump has been studied first by Manna in the context of explosive percolation [34] . Recall that susceptibility in the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition too is the derivative of the order parameter. Indeed, differentiating P from the first principles we obtain susceptibility χ(p). This is exactly the same for specific heat which we obtain by differentiating entropy H. The resulting susceptibility is shown in Fig. (7a) as a function of p. Using the FSS theory and following the same procedure as for specific heat we obtain γ/ν = 0.6407. We now plot χL Fig. (7b) and find that all the distinct curves in Fig. (7a) collapse superbly for γ/ν = 0.6407 and 1/ν = 0.75. Using now the relation and we find an excellent data-collapse with γ = 0.853 which is the same as for bond type.
where γ = 0.853 which is exactly the same as that for the bond percolation. It clearly shows that the susceptibility now diverges even without the exclusion of the largest cluster and that too with the same γ value for both bond and redefined site percolation. Scaling theory predicts that the various critical exponents cannot just assume values independently rather they are bound by some scaling and hyperscaling relations. Remarkably, it has been found that the critical exponents α, 2β, and γ of specific heat, square of order parameter and susceptibility are related by Rushbrooke inequality α + 2β + γ ≥ 2. However, exactly solved models of thermal CPT suggest that Rushbrooke inequality rather holds more as an equality than equality. Our recent results on random and explosive percolation also suggest that α+ 2β + γ is almost equal to 2 but it has not been found to be less than 2. In fact, the static Widom scaling (SWS) also suggests such equality as well. The basic assumption of the SWS is that the Gibb's free energy for magnetic system is a generalized homogeneous function i.e., G(λ a ǫ, λ b h) = λG(ǫ, h), ∀ λ,
where h is the external magnetic field, and, a and b are two scaling parameters. Such a simple assumption proves extremely powerful as it leads to the fact that near the critical point the order parameter and the response functions exhibit power-law. The corresponding critical exponents can be expressed in terms of two scaling parameters a and b β = 1 − b a , α = 2 − 1 a and γ = 2b − 1 a .
Combining these relations we can obtain the Rushbrooke inequality in the form of equality. Substituting our values of α = 0.906, γ = 0.853 and already known value of β = 5/36 for percolation on square lattice we find α + 2β + γ = 2.037. We can thus conclude that the Rushbrooke inequality holds almost as equality but marginally greater than 2.
To summarize, in this article we first discussed entropy for percolation. Note that percolation is a probabilistic model and hence Shannon entropy is the only hope if we want to measure entropy for percolation. However, it is not as straightforward as it may appear since one has to be extra careful about the sum in its definition. To measure the Shannon entropy for percolation we have defined the cluster picking probability µ i that a site is picked at random belongs to the labelled cluster i. It gives entropy which is consistent with the behaviour of the order parameter. Essentially entropy measures the degree of disorder and hence it is necessary to know what disorder actually means. On the other hand, order parameter measures the extent of order. Thus, entropy and order parameter cannot be minimum or maximum at the same state since the system cannot be in most disordered and most ordered state at the same time. However, by measuring entropy and order parameter using existing definition for site percolation, we find that at p = 0 both order parameter and entropy equal to zero which is absurd. It demands immediate correction to the definition of entropy and we obliged. Note that in the bond percolation we occupy bond to connect sites and measure clusters by the number of sites. In analogy with that we redefine the site percolation as follows. We occupy sites to connect bonds which are assumed to exist already in the system and measure clusters in terms of the number of bonds. On the other hand, occupation probability in the bond (site) percolation is the fraction of bonds (sites) occupied in the system. With this new definition we have found the entropy behaves exactly in the same way as it does in the case of its bond counterpart. Thus the conflict that the system is in ordered and disordered at the same state is resolved. The question that arises then is: Do we recover all the known results? To verify this we obtained all the necessary critical exponents with the new definition of site percolation. We confirm that bond and redefined site percolation still belong to the same universality class.
